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Introduction
While praying this morning my mind somehow drifted to focus on the mantra of people who only eat and 
deal natural things. Immediately the Lord fed me some impressions about this phenomenon. I began 
writing down what I was shown and as I did so I was given a deeper message which was downloaded into  
my spirit as I wrote it out. This message is for the whole church worldwide.

Message (Impression)
The  ‘Natural  Only’ mentality,  which  desires  to  eat  only  natural  foods  and  use  natural  products,  is 
spiritually ‘neutral’. But a time is coming when those who totally espouse this and use ‘natural only’ as a  
mantra will be trapped in the web of the enemy.

They  will  be  deceived into  one of  his  tricks  because they  can’t  see  past  ‘natural’ as  their  eyes  are 
blinkered. They will be sucked in by the enemy and will not be able to free themselves because the  
‘natural’ mindset has so captured them and controls them that they will be trapped and helpless.

(The following message was received as a streaming download after writing the above paragraphs  
from the initial impression I was given.)

Message (Download)
“Do not submit yourself to catch phrases at the expense of being led by the Spirit. Many ‘calls’ to think a 
certain way seem good, but their ways end in disaster. The ‘Do Your Own Thing’ mantra of the 60’s 
(1960’s) is now bearing full fruit – the destruction of Western society, and ultimately Western civilization 
based on democracy and free enterprise (capitalism). 

Get out now! Get out of whatever is tying you down to a set of beliefs that are not originating in the  
Kingdom. The Kingdom is everlasting and has a firm (solid) foundation. This is where your roots must 
be, where your guiding maxims must originate. There’s safety in this. Nothing of the Kingdom, that is  
truly of the Kingdom, will fall or lead to the enemy’s camp.

Entrapment and ensnarement are everywhere else. You will not be able to discern the full blown outcome 
of any ideology that originates from man’s thinking. Be sure that all beliefs will eventually bear their full  
fruit. It has been so in the past, and it will be so in the present and in the future. Whatever you do, you 
will reap. Whatever you believe, you will reap the consequences of.

This is a warning, a correction, not condemnation. Be warned. Be warned. Be mature enough to hear what 
I say and follow it. There is ruin, unfortunately, for those who do not take this advice. The days ahead are 
dark and only those who are led by the Spirit and not the mind will shine like the sun against the backdrop 
of darkness. 

Hear the word of the Lord.”

Laurence 
27-6-2013
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